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ART. XVII.-A Survey of the Roman Road from Maryport
By the late Frechville Lawson Ballantine
to Papcastle.
Dykes, Esq., Dovenby Hall.
Read by Dr. Bruce, at Maryport-, July 7th, 1870.
HE Roman Road from the station of Olenacum (Maryport) to that of Derventio (Papcastle), we may consider
to leave the former by the south-east gate, and proceed as
indicated on the plan, over the first two fields; but the plough
has obliterated all trace. At the second hedge, that of a large
grass field, the trace is very distinct ; a side cutting leads
down by an easy curve and slope to the turnpike road, whence
it traverses the park in front of Netherhall to a point where
the substructure is discovered. It then crosses the Ellen and
the railway to the top of the bank, formerly an easier slope,
till cut into its present abrupt form by the railway. There
are no indications of the crossing in the immediate vicinity of
the river—attributable to the action of water, in a changeable
course —nor of any kind of bridge, if such would have been
used. It is probable the Ellen flowed in a different course.
That is even seen in all plans extant. A neighbouring much
larger river, the Derwent, was evidently crossed only by a
ford, as may be seen in the south road at Papcastle—and
eighteen centuries alter rivers as other things.
Distinct indications of the road are found again at the top
of the bank on the south side of the river Ellen. The line
then crosses the field and a small corner of the adjoining
meadow, where, as comparatively undisturbed by the plough,
the smaller materials appear on the surface in the ditch, the
larger in the hedges adjoining. I may remark here that as
the line crosses the fields and hedges in this part, instead of
following, or rather being followed by the latter, as in other
parts, the materials have been removed and scattered by the
And the information of old people as
plough in cultivation.
to any body of stone that had formerly been met with by the
plough, quite tallied with points otherwise clearly established.
Over the hill in the next field, a barley-field, the line of the
smaller rubble brought up by the plough, could be distinctly
A considerable deposit of the larger material, long
traced.
removed and overgrown with brush, is lying in an adjoining
corner.
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At the top of the second field the formation is plain : on
the headland and in the ditch and through the hedge the
larger paving materials appear. The passage is plain through
the bank and fence, at the bottom of the next field, into a
small meadow or grass land, where it had been cut into
recently by drains, and the materials were on the surface.
In the next field, belonging to Mr. Sewell, of Hayborough
House, which had only recently been brought into a state for
general cultivation, I found the strongest traces. From 500
to 600 cartloads of large stones have been taken out of this and
the adjoining field, great part of which had been used in the
erection of farm buildings. I found the field under the plough ;
it is a long field with a ridge or slope on either side ; and
looking down them, the smaller rubble brought up by the
plough, and now alone remaining, lay in as distinct a line as
one drawn on a plan, a guiding line for the road in each
direction. Mr. Sewell has erected a temporary white pillar,
a conspicuous guide to sight, and he intends, I believe, to
replace it by a permanent one.
In the next field I have to mention, an adjoining one, in
grass, the road is mainly unremoved, as may be sufficiently
perceived at the surface, and an actual removal must be made
to admit of ploughing throughout. The plough has been
active in the next, though the trace is clear enough ; and at
the bottom, on the head land, a rough piece of ground, the
formation remains, and the substructure appears in the hedge
and ditch on the other side. In the next field we found it to
have been met with in drains then being made. The same
had occurred in the next again.
The Commercial Inn, on the high road from Maryport to
Cockermouth, has been placed on the Roman Road, and close
to this inn a good deal of the larger material appears in a
hedge; a pair of stone posts are fixed in a bed of it.
The Roman Road here joins, and is identical with, the
present turnpike road. The larger material appears conspicuously in the hedges in considerable quantities, which I had
particularly noticed some years ago, when they were dressed
and reformed.
In all road works, as I found from the nephew and assistant
of the late surveyor, who lives close by, an old substructure
had always been met with. And this had been especially
the case on the occasion of some alterations and improvements
that were made when building a new bridge and lowering the
road,
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road, at a place called Sepulchre Beck, exciting some interest
at the time.
When the present diversion at the Folly or Linefoot was
made to Cockermouth, a cut was made on the north of the
Folly Bridge to stop the previous road ; this went through a
substructure, partly paved, of what was no doubt a Roman
Road. This road still remains open as an occupation one to
Dovenby. Viewed in conjunction with what we have just
passed over, the long straight undeviating line of up and down
hill has a peculiar effect. From the want of modern material,
the old rough under material shows plainly through in many
places, and the larger may be seen in the hedges. The
appearances alter near the top of the last hill towards
Dovenby, more material having been put on at a shorter
distance from the village ; but a cut made across the road at
this point showed the substratum at a small depth beneath.
One or two cuts lower again, at the present turn to Dovenby,
showed the separation of the roads, the ancient one being
found thinly in lower ground to the right. Here, at the turn
to Dovenby, originated the abandonment (eventually carried
out further south) of the Via Militaris, in the diversion of the
road to Dolfin's settlement at Dolfenby, now Dovenby,
about the time of the Conquest. Providently, as did our
ancestors, Dolfin had removed east from the line, where no
springs would have been found, to the outburst of them at
every door.
Waldeof, first Lord of Allerdale, at the same time removed
his abode of Pepard's Castle or Papcastle, east from Derventio,
on the bank of one river, to what became Cockermouth on the
banks of two.
As Dolphin had married Waldeof's sister Maud, we may
suppose a communication between the two places would, with
the disuse of the old road, be commenced in the present
direction. This, too, may have been connected with the
erection of Dolfin's fortalice or mansion, for in the immediate
vicinity of Dovenby scarcely a block or boulder is to be met
with, whilst the walls of the older part of the house, now
Dovenby Hall, particularly the thick ones of the old tower, are
entirely composed of them ; a circumstance which could not be
accounted for till the discovery lately of the close proximity of
the road, the larger material of which there is every appearance
has been so used.
Returning
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Returning to where the roads diverge, we find the ancient
one entering the field in front. Through this field and the
next, from their being under constant cultivation, there is
little in the way of indication by material. In the first field,
as on a higher level, there will have been a cut, as appears
from the forced earth found, the material having no doubt
been removed over the hedge of the second, for there, only,
The direction is then
is the appearance of stone again.
through the foot of a wood, across what has been a quarry.
Though off the line, some material, apparently belonging to it,
was found near this spot in making an open drain. The
quarrying of the stone here has evidently been commenced by
Roman roadmakers, for the precise kind of freestone is found
in the ground further on. Further back the same occurs between Hayborough House and the Commercial Inn, in the
And forward to Papcastle the
vicinity of an old quarry.
limestone used is exclusively from quarries or other appearances of workings still in the vicinity.
Through the wood the material is distinctly found adjoining the brook marking the crossing, and in the grass land
onwards, about eighteen inches below the surface ; and in it
there is much of the freestone of the quarry.
Though Lysons states this line to have been succesfully
traced throughout, I certainly never heard of its having been
done here, where there was little to guide, connect, or give to
appearances a name I never heard attached to them. Whatever the direction might be considered to be elsewhere,
and not very distinctly perhaps, the line here was always
considered to have been further west.
An evident rise or bump in an old private road from the
Hall, next shows clearly the intersection, notwithstanding
constant wear and tear, and repair as well. Crossing thence
into the " Long Wood," never disturbed by the plough, the
material, excepting the larger part, is nearly entire, with little
soil over it, though overgrown with grass and trees. The
It passes
depth is from two to three feet where cut through.
then a steep ravine by a curious and distinct curved slope.
Thisabenrymktofsne,aim
ground, while at Maryport a similar proceeding, in drier soil,
no doubt, was by a side cutting. To this embankment also
I certainly never heard a name or explanation given, isolated
and buried in a wood as it is, or that any one had passed over
it as part of the Roman Road. Out of the wood it may be
traced
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traced across the two next fields when under the plough, and
there are marks at the intervening road. On the east side of
the edge of the following field—old grass—is a distinct
formation, and material in it and the hedge attached, leading
to a rough old fence of thorns and limestones. Through this
fence is the most striking feature on the whole line, a piece of
road comparatively perfect as a broad grassy platform, four
yards wide on an average, for great part of its length eighteen
inches to two feet above the surface, and about 130 yards long.
Much of the cobble kerbing appears perfect at the one side,
the other forms the fence. It is partly planted with trees, and
forms a picturesque object as it ascends and traverses the
elevated ridge of the field. Looking through the intervening
foliage straight in one direction are the double hedges on the
hills of the old Maryport road ; in the other the eye meets the
Papcastle station, which now comes in view. Following the
line, so to say, the fence here has preserved the material,
though the nature of this raised terrace has hitherto been
unknown in the neighbourhood.
The same line of fence, in a diminished form, but filled with
material, continues clearly enough the line of road in a straight
course to the entrance of an old occupation road or lane.
This road or lane deviates somewhat from the previous direction
by a gentle sweep to the west. A careful examination, however, of the adjoining land proves the impossibility of there
being any other line, and the cause of deviation is obvious.
A more direct approach to the station would have entailed a
long and laborious ascent of the steep face of the hill on which
it stands, or bridging the sharp gully at the bottom. The
ground falls to the west, and the line thus passing over it has
an easy ascent.
A piece of rubble formation appears at its junction with the
present Broughton Road, the line of which, though modernized,
probably carries the road up to the station. The old lane is a
curious deep and sunken one, evidently a cutting.
The immediate approach to the station would appear to
have been at the lower part of the farm buildings belonging
to Mr. Steel, M.P. But from the great changes made in the
ground by the other buildings at Papcastle, that can only be
conjectural.
The fields in which the station has principally stood are
called " Burrens " or Borrens " in curious coincidence with
their opposite neighbour across the Solway, " Burrenswork."
The
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The rampart, partly on the west, and round the north and
east side to the Pinfold, may be well traced by the fences and
otherwise.
The ditch is plain on the east, down past the Pinfold,
through Mr. Wybergh's and Mr. Dodgson's grounds, and, in
a somewhat irregular line, through Mr. Waugh's property to
the river.
There is a very fine line of rampart at the river's edge for
some little distance, giving apparently a river frontage.
Nothing can be traced up the hill again on the west, all
having been obliterated by a considerable wash and run on to
the land from the town.
At the foot of the hill is a very distinct track of a road
sweeping round to the south, and crossing the Derwent by a
ford. It is popularly termed the Friar's Walk. This has
greatly the appearance of a junction with the road lately discovered in Mr. Harris's pleasure-grounds and running under
And in the direction of the junction are
part of his house.
large blocks in the foundation of a wall on the road to
Cockermouth, where it would have crossed.
I happened to be looking over the locality a day or two after
the discovery of a perfect Roman well, in Mr. Harris's
pleasure-grounds. It had shortly been cleaned out, but no
remains had been met -with. I found it very neatly walled,
about 2ft. 4in. in diameter, and 25 to 30 ft. deep, very
similar to the one in the Maryport camp. As soon as it had
been cleaned out, the water began to flow rapidly.
Mr.
Harris has put in a pump, and finds an unexpected piece of
good fortune in a supply of water, that it might have been
difficult otherwise to have met with ; the well itself being an
object of the greatest interest.
If the ditch bounded the camp, I thought that the well, being
outside, might perhaps have appeared strange, but it was
evidently used for other purposes. Close to it a sort of receptacle was discovered, in which was a large mass of unworked
pottery-clay of a fine red colour and quality, unknown in this
country. Along with the clay were also pieces of finished
pottery and fragments. And the well, no doubt, was used for
tempering the clay, and for other purposes of the workmen,
who seem to have hastily left the locality. Mr. Harris hopes
to be able to have the clay made up.
In the upper part of the ditch a quantity of charred grain
also was found a few years ago.
The
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The site of this station, no doubt a large one, must be considered to have been well-chosen. It is a tract of fine dry
land sheltered from the north, with a sunny aspect and slope to
the south, on which side it communicated with, and was
bounded by, a broad river.
Its elevated position to the north afforded a very commanding view of the country, whilst the long and steep ascent
to it on that side rendered defence easy.

ART. X V I I I.—On the Altars recently found in the Roman
Camp at Maryport. By Dr. Collingwood Bruce.
Read at Maryport, July 17th, 1870.
HE north of England is rich in Roman inscriptions.
T
Comparatively few have been found in the south ; but
fortunate as we are in this respect, never before, probably,
were the antiquaries of this district able to rejoice over such a
sudden acquisition of treasure as we have before us to-day.
Within a brief space, not less than seventeen altars have been
exhumed on a spot of ground outside the camp of Maryport,
and all of these, with a single exception, bear inscriptions
which are distinctly legible.
Before proceeding to notice the altars in detail, I may be
permitted to make some observations upon the camp in the
vicinity in which they have been found. When the Romans
grasped the throat of England—the isthmus between the Tyne
and the Solway—they did it with a tenacity all their own.
They not only drew the wall from sea to sea, but they planted
garrisons to the north and the south of it, to stem, in either
direction the first torrent of attack. In addition to this, they
seem to have given considerable attention to the fortification
of the Cumbrian coast, south of the wall. Camden, who
visited this neighbourhood in 1599, draws attention strongly
to this fact. Speaking of St. Bees Head, he says (I quote
from the contemporary translation of Philemon Holland),
From hence the shore draweth itself back by little and little,
" and, as it appeareth by the heaps of rubbish, it bath been
" fortified all along by the Romanes, wheresoever there was
" easie landing. For it was the outmost bound of the Roman
" empire, and the Scots lay sorest upon this coast and infested
it
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